Global Measures & Indicators

Following are some of the measures and indicators that will be used to assess our progress toward meeting the strategic goals in the Access to the College theme:

- High school draw (MDC Core Indicators Report)
- Fall enrollment analysis – number of students, percent non-traditional, number/percent dual enrollees, number/percent occupational programs (IR website)
- Percent of students registering on-line (College Registrar statistics)
- Percent of applicants that enroll (College Registrar statistics)
- Student rating of flexible class times (MDC Core Indicators Report)
- Student rating of convenient class locations (MDC Core Indicators Report)
- Enrolled student survey ratings (Institutional Research Report 2005-02R, administered every two years)
- Percent of transfers to the SUS without an associate degree as a measure of enhancing transfer experience (SUS Factbook)